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1) Executive Summary

The percentage of elderly in the general population is predicted to steadily augment in the near

future, and life expectancy to lengthen. As can be noted in the graph in Figure 1, the average life

expectancy at birth has been steadily increasing since 1960, and projections through to 2060

show a continuing stable augmentation of expected life span (Data courtesy of the 2015 Ageing

Report from the European Commission). Thus, more people of advanced age will be requiring

residences adapted to their changing needs. There is a growing concern for the safety of this

growing elderly population living  alone as they become more frail.

As a consequence, the importance of developing alternative options to allow the elderly to

remain in their homes for extended periods of their lives is an issue that must be addressed

urgently. This knowledge is highlighted by the fact that in the last decade, a number of

European programs funding innovation, such as the AAL Program, have been launched to

support the development of market-ready products and services for the ageing population. In

this vein, ProKNX has developed a solution to ease the life of the elderly living at home and

help them to avoid unexpected accidents, and other unwanted events.
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Figure 1: Average projected life expectancy at birth in the European Union

2) The Problem
Various indicators in the European population  have driven the necessary development of the

AAL Program:

● The finite number of places in rest home facilities is becoming over-subscribed owing to

the increasingly large population of those in need of assistance, largely due to expanding

life expectancies

● The pressure on the health system is increasing because of a death of available

workforce, on account of decreasing population size in younger generations.

● As Europe edges toward a population skewed more heavily to those in their advanced

years, home automation will become an essential factor

● The willingness of older people to adopt new technology. This is influenced by a number

of factors:

1.     the perceived benefits of the technology

2.     anxiety over loss of privacy

3.     the complexity the person faces when learning to use it
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3) The Solution

With these factors in mind, ProKNX developed Aragon in 2019. Aragon is the first offline voice

control assistant for home automation that fits into an outlet socket. It automates daily tasks

like control of lighting, heating, and blinds with everyday language commands, therefore can be

easily adopted and used by older people, even those with little exposure to technology. By

simply saying a short sentence aloud, such as “I’m awake”, Aragon will connect to a

pre-programmed integration device, starting up a holistic scene by opening the curtains or

shutters, and if needed, turn on lights and turn up heating.

A photo of the wall-mounted option of  Aragon, is shown below in figure 2.

Figure 2: Sample installation of the Aragon device

The device allows people to gain back their independence, thus decreasing the strain on all

facets of the community, from relatives and healthcare workers, to care-homes and social

services. With the aid of a voice-controlled home help system, everyday tasks become easier

and require far less effort.
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The offline assistant is clearly preferable to an online assistant for a number of reasons:

● The device does not require complex setup using internet accounts and skills.

● The device runs independently and without automatic updates.

● The fear of data recording is allied, as voice data is processed locally on the device.
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Uses of Aragon
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Description of New Development Work : Machine Learning Algorithm

Due to the high computing power of the Aragon voice-controlled assistant, it is capable of

taking on extra tasks. To utilize the extra capabilities of Aragon, research was carried out by

ProKNX to link the assistant to inexpensive motion detectors that work by transmitting radio

signals to the base unit. The reason for deploying the system in this manner is to reduce costs of

equipment and installation, making the system more affordable to the general public. By using

sensors that communicate using radio signals, detectors can be installed easily where-ever they

are needed, and cables are not needed at all.

How does the Machine Learning Algorithm work?

Figure 3 below shows the events recorded by one detector for the duration of three days. Using

this data, the Machine Learning algorithm can then predict behaviour for the next three hours

(represented in red).
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Figure 3: Frequency of detected movements followed by predicted movements

It can clearly be seen from figure 3 that the frequency of events increases during the day, and

approaches zero at night, as would be expected.

This is a simplified representation for demonstration purposes, that represents only one

detector in one room. In a real-life deployment, the ML-based routine for calculating future

behaviour takes account :

● Number of detectors installed in various positions throughout the living environment

● The presence of the resident in a living space

This is made possible through an evaluation performed by Aragon of joint data signals received

from a wireless door contact on the house door, and neighbouring motion detectors.
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Recognition of a problem

The following graphic in figure 4 shows a forecast for the next three hours after three hours of

data signals have been collected and analysed by the Machine Learning software.

Figure 4: ML predictive data analysis of a three-hour time set

Investigation of Inferences

Inferences are conclusions based on analysis of recorded behaviours. Our research ascertained

that the ML model can also determine inferences. This can, for example, be used in addition to

the door contact mentioned above to calculate the probability of :

● If a person is present at home, their movements and positions.

● The movement of a domestic pet which causes the motion detector to be triggered can

be disregarded as a superimposed count using the ML process.

The following diagram (figure 5) demonstrates the inferences to determine the presence of a

person. The curve drawn in red shows gradings between 0 and 1 of the probability of the

presence of a person. It can be clearly seen that at night, in spite of the absence of recorded
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movement, the algorithm recognizes that there is a very high probability that a person is

present.

Figure 5: Ability of algorithm to predict presence of subject over days

Actions taken when a problem is recognised

The great advantage of integrating this development into a voice assistant is that it can

communicate with the person in order to confirm the calculated findings.
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Advantages of the technology

There are a number of advantages for the use of an Aragon voice assistant in conjunction with

motion detectors to predict behaviour:

● The cost of materials and installations is  very low

● No knowledge of the person is required for Aragon to work effectively. The behavior of

the “observed” person is simply recorded and learned.

● The arrangement of the motion detectors is not of decisive importance, since the

correlation between the devices is considered

● As Aragon is a voice assistant it can communicate with the person in order to confirm its

findings

● The voice assistant also enables the subject to operate with other connected devices using

naturally spoken language. In older age, this makes it much easier to cope with daily

tasks

4) Implementation and Execution

Series production planned for Q4 2021
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